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              Original Triangular Inserts

              
                
                  Original Triangular Inserts
                

              
            


  
      Regular price
      
        $32.00 USD
      
    

    
        Regular price
        
          
            
              
            
          
        Sale price
      
        $32.00 USD
      
    

    
      Unit price
      
        
        /
         per 
        
        
      
    
  

      Sale
    

    
      Sold out
    



                



                ORIGINAL TRIANGULAR INSERTS:

Our Triangular Inserts are designed to fit into most triangle shaped swim tops and most sports bras. Slip them into the pocket of your top for instant push-up and lift.

PATENT-PENDING DESIGN:

Our design increases you by a full cup size! The padded hearts sit on the inside portion of the cup and are strategically placed to provide you with maximum lift and fullness (the outside portion of the cup is smooth).

USE IN ANY TOP:

Slip our inserts into the pocket of your swimsuit, sports bra, bralette or any top you like! Our inserts are waterproof and specifically designed to be worn in the water. They will not get heavy or absorb a lot of water.

FOUR CUP SIZES:

You are unique and your inserts should be too. We make exact cup sizes (size chart is included in the images and very accurate).


BEST PUSH-UP PADDING:

Our patent-pending push-up inserts are designed to be slipped into the pocket of your swimsuit or sports bra. Our inserts increase you by a full cup size while looking natural and always staying in place. 

FOUR CUP SIZES:

You are unique and your inserts should be too. We make exact cup sizes (size chart is included in images and very accurate).

USE IN ANY TOP:

Slip our enhancers into the pocket of your swimsuit, sports bra, bralette or any top you like!



              

                        Size
                          
                            A
                          
                          
                            B
                          
                          
                            C
                          
                          
                            D
                          

                        Pair
                          
                            1 Pair
                          
                          
                            Bundle 3 Pairs
                          

                
              
                Product variants
                
                  
                        A / 1 Pair

                        - $32.00
                      

                        A / Bundle 3 Pairs

                        - $72.00
                      

                        B / 1 Pair

                        - $32.00
                      

                        B / Bundle 3 Pairs

                        - $72.00
                      

                        C / 1 Pair

                        - $32.00
                      

                        C / Bundle 3 Pairs

                        - $72.00
                      

                        D / 1 Pair

                        - $32.00
                      

                        D / Bundle 3 Pairs

                        - $72.00
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                  Decrease quantity for Original Triangular Inserts
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                      SIZING
                    

                  

                  
  


                
                
                  
                  Our sizing chart is very accurate, so please follow it for the most accurate sizing. As a VERY general guideline for swimsuit tops an XS would be our A-Cup, Small would be our B-Cup, Medium would be our C-Cup, and Large or XL would be our D-Cup. If you are in between cup sizes and buying for a swimsuit top, we advise sizing down to the smaller cup. If you are in-between sizes and buying the inserts to use in a sports bra, size up to the bigger cup. 
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                      SHIPPING
                    

                  

                  
  


                
                
                  PLEASE NOTE:
All orders take 2 business days to prepare before they are shipped out, regardless of shipping method selected.

Business days are defined as Monday-Friday. National US holidays are not considered business days.

FREE SHIPPING:2 business day to prepare + 2-6 days transit time (within the US)
**Please note, shipping times are approximations.

EXPEDITED 2-DAY SHIPPING:2 business day to prepare + 2 days transit time (within the US)
**Please note, shipping times are approximations.

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING:Rate calculated at checkout (Duties Paid). 2 business day to prepare + 6-14 days transit time

                  
                

              
            

              
                
                  
                    
      
                    
                      RETURNS
                    

                  

                  
  


                
                
                  
                  EPIPHANY LA has a 30-day Easy Returns window. If you are not satisfied with your order, we offer returns within 30 days from when your purchase was made. We will authorize a return for any reason as long as the items are unworn and still look brand new. If you are returning the padding inserts, you must return them with the protective box they came inside otherwise no refund will be granted. If there is evidence of wear, you will not receive a refund. Please include your order receipt with your return. Returns must be made within 30 days of purchase.


Returns have a flat fee of $7 for return shipping that will automatically be deducted from your refund.

Refunds are typically issued within 10 days from the date of your return shipment.
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          PATENT-PENDING DESIGN
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Increase Your Size
Our design increases your look by a full cup size
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Four Cup Sizes
You’re unique and your inserts should be too! We make four different cup sizes
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Lightweight
Made of top-quality, waterproof foam
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Tapered Edges
Our inserts look natural! They seamlessly blend into your top because they have thin edges
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  Subscribe to our emails
Join our email list for exclusive offers and the latest news. 
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Our Store

                    Epiphany LA specializes in natural looking padding inserts for swimwear and sports bras. Our unique design is both functional and aesthetically appealing.
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